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Chapter 3

Charge-carrier distribution in organic

field-effect transistors

Numerical simulations were used to model the charge transport in organic field-effect

transistors. A charge density dependent mobility based on variable range hopping is

used. For an undoped transistor, the agreement between the measurements, numerical

simulations and analytical methods indicates that the 2D charge carrier density can be

accurately described with a 1D approximation. The occurrence of weak inversion was

experimentally investigated with doped semiconductors. The numerical calculations only

yield a good fit if the electrons are completely suppressed, indicating that experimentally

the steady state is not reached. The role of charge carrier distribution is elucidated from

analysis of dual-gate transistors. By varying the thickness of the semiconductor layer,

the origin of the atypical shoulder in the transfer curves is explained as a crossover from

two spatially separated channels into a single channel.

To be published.
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Chapter 3. Charge-carrier distribution in organic field-effect transistors

3.1 Introduction

Organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) have received great interest due to their po-

tential use in low-cost, low-end circuit applications including radio frequency identification

(RFID) tags, pixel engines in active matrix displays and sensors.1–4 The main advantage

of semiconducting polymers over conventional semiconductors is that they can be pro-

cessed from solution using large area deposition techniques such as spin-coating or ink-jet

printing.5–7

Processed films are typically amorphous, yielding a large spatial and energetic spread

of charge transport sites. Electrical conduction occurs by thermally activated hopping of

charge carriers between localized sites at the Fermi level. The density of the localized

states (DOS) can be approximated by a Gaussian or an exponential energy distribution.

The Fermi level determines the local occupation of the DOS, i.e. the charge carrier

density. With increasing carrier density, hopping becomes more favorable. Hence, the

mobility is not constant but increases with charge carrier density.

In a field-effect transistor, the carrier density in the semiconductor is controlled by

the gate electrode. The local charge carrier density upon accumulation is not constant

throughout the semiconductor layer. The density is high at the gate-dielectric semi-

conductor interface but decreases with the distance squared. The current between the

source and drain electrodes depends on the charge carrier density and the corresponding

mobility. At each point in the semiconductor the applied gate bias determines the local

carrier density and the resulting local mobility. The distribution of density and mobility

prevents a straightforward calculation of the source-drain current. Approximations are

needed to arrive at an analytical solution. Typically the gradual channel approximation is

used, where the electric field perpendicular to the film is much larger than in the source

drain direction. In this way the transport can effectively be treated as a 1D problem. To

avoid the approximations and to verify the analytical solutions 2D numerical simulations

are indicated.

Software packages to numerically calculate electrical transport in microelectronic de-

vices are commercially available.8–13 Most packages are designed for conventional crys-

talline semiconductors, i.e. the underlying physics is based on band transport. In organic

semiconductors however, charge transport is by hopping. A software package is required

where a charge carrier dependent mobility, any injection model and bulk doping can eas-

ily be implemented. Here the CURRY package, previously developed at Philips Research

Eindhoven, was used because it offers the required flexibility to implement user defined

functions.14–18

To study the influence of the charge distribution on the electrical transport unipolar p-
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3.2. Computational details

type field-effect transistors with an undoped semiconductor were fabricated and measured

as a function of gate bias and temperature. The current in depletion is measured and

calculated to be negligible. To answer the question if an inversion layer is formed, or due

to a high charge injection barrier the steady-state is not reached, the charge transport in

deliberately doped semiconductors was studied by using oxidizing agents. To investigate

the role of charge carrier distribution the thickness of the semiconductor layer in dual-

gate transistors was varied. The origin of the atypical shoulder in the transfer curves is

elucidated by going from two spatially separated channels to a single channel.

This chapter is organized as follows. In section 3.2 the transport physics of organic

semiconductors and numerical methods are presented. Reported analytical solutions are

discussed. In section 3.3 the measured charge transport is compared to numerical sim-

ulations. The calculated charge distributions are used to derive approximations for the

charge profile in the semiconductor. These approximations are used to extend analytical

models to thick and intentionally doped semiconductors. The absence of weak inversion

is related to the time scale of the measurements. Summary and conclusions are presented

in section 3.4.

3.2 Computational details

Numerical model

The electrical transport in semiconductor devices is governed by Poisson’s equation,

the continuity equations and the drift-diffusion equations. Poisson’s equation relates the

local potential to the charge density:

−ε∇2Ψ = e(p − n + ND − NA) (3.1)

where Ψ is the electrostatic potential, p and n are the hole and electron densities, ND

and NA are the ionized donor and acceptor densities which induce doping, ε denotes the

permittivity and e the elementary charge. The electron and hole density can vary with

time due to recombination or due to a gradient in the current. The changes are expressed

in the continuity equations as:

e
∂p

∂t
= −∇Jp − e R (3.2a)

e
∂n

∂t
= −∇Jn − e R (3.2b)
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Chapter 3. Charge-carrier distribution in organic field-effect transistors

where Jp and Jn are the local hole and electron current density and R the recombination

rate. The current densities depend on the local electric field and gradients in the density

of holes and electrons. The corresponding drift and diffusion currents then follow from:

Jp = eµp(pE − kB T

e
∇p) (3.3a)

Jn = eµn(nE − kB T

e
∇n) (3.3b)

where µp and µn are the hole and electron mobilities, kB is the Boltzmann constant and

E is the electric field. The electric field is the gradient of the electrostatic potential,

implying that equations 3.1-3.3 are coupled. They are solved self-consistently yielding

locally p, n and Ψ. In the insulator regions, only Poisson’s equation needs to be solved.

To find the current in a transistor, coupled to the solution for p, n and Ψ, the device has

to be divided in discrete points. A steady-state solution was found iteratively, using the

Newton method.15 An expression for the mobility is required and boundary conditions

for the contacts have to be imposed.

A 2D rectangular mesh was used to map a bottom-gate bottom-contact transistor,

schematically depicted in the inset of figure 3.1. The transistor channel length is indicated

by L and the semiconductor thickness by dsc . Scaling with the third dimension, the

transistor width W , was implicitly assumed. Parallel to the gate, the mesh spacing in

the semiconductor was several nm. To accurately calculate the large gradient in carrier

density close to the gate-dielectric interface, the spacing in this region was exponentially

reduced to 0.01 nm at the interface. In the perpendicular direction the mesh lines had a

spacing of 250 nm. Close to the source and drain contacts the spacing was exponentially

reduced to 2 nm. To account for interface charge density, Qi , at the dielectric interface,

a thin layer with a fixed space charge density was defined in the dielectric at the interface.

The charge density in this layer was calculated by Qi/t, where t is the thickness of the

charged layer and chosen to be 1 nm.

Contrary to typical inorganic semiconductors the charge carrier mobility in organic

semiconductors depends on the charge carrier density. Various temperature, density and

field dependent mobility models have been reported.19–26 It is assumed that the charge

transport is described by variable range hopping in an exponential density of localized

states.19 The hole mobility then reads:

µp =
σ0

e

[
T 4

rel sin( π
Trel

)

(2α)3BC

]Trel

pTrel−1 (3.4)

where σ0 is a conductivity prefactor, α−1 is an effective overlap parameter and BC is
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3.2. Computational details

related to the onset of percolation and given by 2.8 for 3-dimensional systems. Trel =

T / T0, where T0 is a characteristic parameter describing the width of the density of

states. A similar expression holds for electrons.

The calculated current strongly depends on the boundary conditions at the contacts.

Several models for charge injection into organic semiconductors have been reported in

literature.27–31 Because a decisive model is still lacking, the calculations were restricted

to Ohmic contacts for holes, implemented by defining a fixed hole density at the contact

using Boltzmann statistics, pc = NV exp[−Ebar/kB T ]. NV is the effective density of

states of the valence band that was taken equal to the monomer density of about 1021

cm−3. The exact value has negligible influence on the calculated current.8,12 Ebar is the

hole injection barrier taken equal to the energy difference between the workfunction of the

metal and the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) energy of the semiconductor.
32 For injection barriers smaller than 0.3 eV, the calculated current was not injection

limited. Thermal equilibrium is imposed at the contacts, so the electron density at the

contact follows from the pn-product as nc = NC exp[(Ebar − Egap)/kB T ]. The effective

density of states of the conduction band, NC , was taken equal to NV . Egap is the bandgap

energy, i.e. the energy difference between the HOMO and LUMO of the semiconductor.

For a typical bandgap of 2 eV nc is negligible.

Analytical model

Analytical descriptions for the charge transport in disordered organic field-effect tran-

sistors have been reported.33–35 The derivation typically starts with the gradual channel

approximation i.e. the transport in the lateral x direction and the perpendicular y di-

rection can be treated independently. Contact resistances are ignored and the acceptor

density in the semiconductor is disregarded. The distribution of accumulated charges

in the y -direction, perpendicular to the channel, has been calculated for an exponential

DOS using the Poisson equation as:36,37

p(y) =
2ε0εsc kB T0

e2(y + y0)2
(3.5)

with

y0 = −2ε0εsc kB T0

eCi Vx
(3.6)

where Vx is the local effective potential at point x in the channel, ε0 is the vacuum

permittivity and εsc the relative permittivity of the semiconductor. Calculations of the

effective accumulation layer thickness, y0, show it is typically at most a few nanometers.

Equation 3.5 shows that the charge carrier density decreases with the distance squared
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Chapter 3. Charge-carrier distribution in organic field-effect transistors

from the gate dielectric-semiconductor interface. The local mobility is calculated from

percolation theory and depends on the local charge carrier density as given by equation

3.4. The source-drain current follows from integration over the length of the transistor

and over the source and drain bias yielding:35

Id =
W

eL
σ0fVM C 2Trel−1

i

1

2Trel − 1

1

2Trel

(
1

2kB T0ε0εsc

)Trel−1

× (‖ Veff ‖2Trel − ‖ Veff + Vd ‖Trel ) (3.7)

with the prefactor fVM as:

fVM =

(
T 4

rel sin( π
Trel

)

(2α)3BC

)Trel

(3.8)

where Veff = VSO − Vg is the effective gate bias, with Vg as the gate bias and VSO

as the switch-on voltage, i.e. the gate bias at the onset of charge accumulation.34 Ci

is the capacitance per unit area. To account for the bias polarities, ‖ u ‖ defined as

‖ u ‖= 1
2 (|u|+ u) is included. The drain current given by equation 3.7 has been used to

calculate all regimes in unipolar as well as in ambipolar organic transistors.35
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Figure 3.1: Transfer curves of an MDMO-PPV transistor as a function of temperature measured
at a drain bias of -2 V. The channel width and length are 2500 µm and 10 µm and the
semiconductor thickness is 80 nm. The measurements (symbols) are plotted together with
numerically (solid lines) and analytically (equation 3.7, dashed lines) calculated currents. The
inset shows a schematic representation of a bottom-gate bottom-contact transistor.
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3.3. Charge distribution

3.3 Charge distribution

To study the influence of the charge distribution in the semiconductor on the electrical

transport, first transistors with an undoped semiconductor were examined. The descrip-

tions are based on a 1D approximation of the 2D charge distribution in the semiconductor

layer. To verify the approximations made, numerical simulations were compared with ex-

perimental transfer curves.

Transistors with a bottom-gate/bottom-contact configuration were made with MDMO-

PPV selected as the semiconductor to allow comparison of electrical transport with lit-

erature reports.20 Au was used for the source and drain contacts. At negative gate bias

holes are accumulated and form a p-type conducting channel. Linear transfer curves mea-

sured as a function of temperature are presented in figure 3.1. The electrical transport

increases both with temperature and gate bias.

Numerical calculations were performed as described in section 2. Ohmic contacts for

holes were defined. The only fit constants are the parameters describing the hole mobility

as a function of charge carrier density and temperature, the conductivity prefactor σ0,

the reduced temperature T0 and the overlap parameter α−1. The solid lines in figure

3.1 show that a good agreement is obtained using σ0 = 6.5 × 105 S/m, T0 = 420 K,

α−1 = 1.6 Å and VSO = 1.5 V. The values derived are similar to previously reported

numbers.20 Because the mobility is temperature dependent, measurements at different

temperatures are needed to correctly determine the parameters. The parameter set is

unique, it is not possible to exchange σ0 and α.

The transfer curves were modeled analytically using equation 3.7. The dashed lines in

figure 3.1 are indistinguishable from the numerically calculated currents. The extracted

parameter values are exactly the same. In the numerical calculations the exact charge

distribution is calculated from 2D simulations as function of applied bias and tempera-

ture. The analytical model however is based on a 1D approximation of the charge carrier

distribution. In both cases the functional dependence of mobility on charge carrier den-

sity and temperature is the same. The agreement between numerically and analytically

calculated currents with identical values for the mobility parameters therefore indicates

that for undoped disordered field-effect transistors the 1D approximation37 is valid.

In figure 3.1 no current is measured at positive gate bias. Holes are depleted and

electrons do not contribute to the charge transport. The lack of electron current can

be due to either injection limited contacts or low electron mobility. In the first case

the electron density is negligible while in the second case the accumulated electrons are

immobile.

The numerical calculations predict inversion; a high accumulated electron density
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Chapter 3. Charge-carrier distribution in organic field-effect transistors

at positive gate bias. The calculated current however is negligible, irrespective of the

electron mobility. The origin follows from the contact definition. In the simulations

Ohmic contacts for holes were defined, resulting in a high hole density at the contacts.

The corresponding electron density therefore is negligible. The injection of electrons

from the contact is completely suppressed and the electron current is blocked by the

high contact series resistance. The negligible experimental current in depletion cannot

unambiguously be assigned to a lack of inversion.

Hence the question remains if an inversion layer is formed, or that due to a high in-

jection barrier for electrons the steady-state is not reached. To address this question the

charge transport in semiconductors deliberately doped with oxidizing agents was stud-

ied.38 Typically doping experiments are performed in solution. Here the semiconductor

was doped in situ by exposing the transistor to a trichlorosilane, TCFOS, vapor. As a

semiconductor P3HT was used because it has been reported that the doping level can

be varied deliberately by changing the exposure time.39–41
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Figure 3.2: Linear transfer curves of a P3HT transistor doped with TCFOS as a function of
exposure time, measured at a drain bias of -2 V. The P3HT film thickness was 205 nm and the
channel width and length were 2500 µm and 10 µm. Measurements (symbols), numerical cal-
culations (lines) and analytical calculations (dashed lines) are presented. The electron densities
were artificially suppressed. The inset shows the bulk acceptor density NA versus the calculated
surface charge density Qi .

Linear transfer curves as a function of exposure time are presented in figure 3.2.

With increasing exposure time the transfer curves shift towards positive gate bias and

a shoulder appears in the subthreshold region. There is hardly any hysteresis. Gate
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3.3. Charge distribution

bias stress can be disregarded on the timescale of the experiment. Each transfer curve

represents a single doping level. The shift upon exposure can be divided in two separate

voltage shifts.The current in accumulation can be matched by a shift of the switch-on

voltage, ∆VSO . The shift is due to the formation of charged interface states.10,12,42,43

There is an additional shift of the pinch-off voltage, ∆Vpinch, due to bulk doping. From

∆Vpinch the acceptor density NA can be derived as described previously.41,44 Assuming a

uniform doping profile, NA follows from:

NA =
∆Vpinch

edsc ( dsc

2ε0εsc
+ 1

Ci
)

(3.9)

where dsc is the semiconductor thickness.

To numerically model the transfer curves of figure 3.2, values for the mobility pa-

rameters, the interface charge density and the acceptor density are required. The values

for the mobility parameters follow from the fit of the pristine, undoped transistor. The

black line in figure 3.2 shows that a perfect fit is obtained with σ0 = 1.58 × 107 S/m,

T0 = 371 K, α−1 = 1.6 Å and VSO = 3 V. The values agree with reported numbers, and

are frozen in the calculations of the doped transistors. The acceptor density follows from

the change in pinch-off voltage. The switch-on voltage is modeled by introduction of an

interface charge density as Qi = (VSO + ∆VSO)Ci/e. The inset of figure 3.2 shows that

Qi scales linearly with NA. This relation can be expected because TCFOS oxidizes the

semiconductor, changing NA, as well as the interface states, changing Qi .

The calculated transfer curves show a good agreement in accumulation. At high

positive gate bias however, a gate independent bulk current is calculated. When a pos-

itive gate bias is applied holes are depleted. The space charge of the ionized acceptors

compensates the applied gate bias. Upon increasing the gate bias weak inversion is calcu-

lated.43 The change in gate bias is not compensated for by further depletion of holes, but

by accumulation of electrons. The hole profile then remains constant and consequently

the hole current remains constant. The calculated electron current is negligible. The

Ohmic contacts for holes lead to a high series resistance at the contacts for electrons.

Hence the total current is only the hole current that cannot be depleted and is gate bias

independent.

Experimentally the current in depletion is completely pinched off. The whole semi-

conductor is depleted of holes. An inversion layer is not formed and screening does not

occur. The relaxation times associated with drift and generation of electrons are much

larger than the measurement time. The formation of an inversion layer is too slow to

be observed during the measurement. Steady-state is not reached. This interpretation

is supported by calculations that predict that inversion layers are not formed when the
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Chapter 3. Charge-carrier distribution in organic field-effect transistors

band gap of the semiconductor is larger than 1.25 eV.45,46

To prevent the steady-state in the calculations the electron density has to be artifi-

cially suppressed. The electron density in the semiconductor follows from the Boltzmann

relation, given by:

n = ni exp(
e(ψ − φn)

kB T
) (3.10)

where ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration and φn is the quasi Fermi level for electrons.

In steady-state calculations, φn is solved. To prevent screening in the steady-state φn

is manually fixed at 500 V. The electron density, n, is then negligible. The calculated

currents are presented as the solid lines in figure 3.2. A perfect agreement is obtained.

In the calculations a single expression for the charge dependent mobility was used. The

values of the parameters were fixed. The good fits therefore indicate that bulk mobility

and channel mobility have the same functional charge density dependence. This is in

contrast with previously reported semiconductor-dopant systems,38,44,47 where the bulk

mobility was found to depend much stronger on density than the channel mobility.

The current in a doped transistor can be approximated analytically. The current

consist of the channel current and the bulk current in the undepleted part of the semi-

conductor. The channel current is given by the standard equation for hopping transport

in an undoped disordered semiconductor, equation 3.7. To calculate the bulk current the

depletion depth, ddepl , can be expressed as a a function of Vg and NA by:43

ddepl =
ε0εsc

Ci

(
−1 +

√
1 +

2C 2
i ‖ −Veff ‖
eNAε0εsc

)
(3.11)

where Veff = −Qi e/Ci−Vg . The bulk current is then the Ohmic current in the undepleted

region of the semiconductor:

Ibulk =
W

L
Vd NAeµp ‖ dsc − ddepl ‖ (3.12)

evaluated for p = NA. The calculated total transfer curves are presented as the dashed

lines in figure 3.2. A good agreement with experimental measurements and numerically

calculated current is obtained. The approximation for the charge density profile, implicitly

a step function in the hole density, is crude but sufficient.

Dual-gate transistors can be used for sensing applications2 and as elements in logic

circuits.48–50 The second gate can be used to adjust the switch-on voltage and hence

the noise margin.48 Furthermore, the current modulation and the steepness of the sub-

threshold slope are improved.51 Transfer curves of organic dual-gate transistors show an

atypical shoulder shape which is especially pronounced for relatively thick semiconducting
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3.3. Charge distribution

films. The origin is not fully understood; it might originate from the depletion capacitance

of the semiconductor layer.52 To explain the origin the charge distribution in dual-gate

transistors was studied as a function of the layer thickness of the semiconductor.
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Figure 3.3: Linear transfer curves of a dual-gate transistor with a 40 nm thick semiconducting
MEH-PPV layer. Measurements are presented as symbols and numerical calculations as solid
lines. The drain bias was 5 V and the channel width and length were 20000 µm and 20 µm. (a)
Top-gate scans at fixed bottom gate biases and (b) bottom-gate scans at fixed top gate biases.

Linear transfer curves of dual-gate transistor with a 40 nm thick MEH-PPV film are

presented in figure 3.3. In figure 3.3a the top gate is swept at fixed bottom gate biases,

while in figure 3.3b the bottom gate is swept at fixed top gate biases. The transfer curves

shift with applied fixed gate biases. The shift in switch-on voltage, ∆VSO , depends on
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Chapter 3. Charge-carrier distribution in organic field-effect transistors

the capacitive coupling between the gate dielectrics as:49,52–55

∆VSO,bot = −Ctop

Cbot
Vtop (3.13)

where Ctop and Cbot are the top and bottom gate dielectric capacitances per unit area.

Figure 3.3 shows a shoulder in the transfer curve at negative fixed gate bias. The

semiconductor thickness of 40 nm is orders of magnitude larger than the thickness of the

accumulation layer, estimated to be about 2 nm.56 Therefore the dual-gate transistor

can be described with a spatially separated top and bottom channel. Separate mobility

parameters were derived for the top and bottom channel. The mobility parameters and

switch-on voltage of the bottom channel were determined by fitting the transfer curves

at a fixed top gate bias of 0 V. Similarly the key device parameters for the top channel

were derived by fitting the transfer curve at a fixed bottom gate bias of VSO . The

mobility of the top channel is a factor of five lower than that of the bottom channel.

The difference can be due to differences in interface roughness and morphology49,54 or

to different dielectric constants of the gate dielectrics.57 The switch-on voltages of the

bottom and top channel are +10 V and 0 V. The difference is due to fixed interface

charges. With the key parameters derived, the transfer curves can be calculated for all

combinations of gate biases. The calculated currents are presented as the solid lines in

figure 3.3. Without any other additional parameters a good fit is obtained. The transfer

curves shift over the gate bias axis according to the capacitive coupling, equation 3.13,

and the atypical shoulder is reproduced.

Figure 3.3 shows that the shoulder appears at biases where one channel is on, in

accumulation, and the other channel switches from on to off. The scanned channel is

depleted first followed by depletion of the fixed channel. Around the cross-over bias

charge is consecutively depleted from two different charge carrier densities. The mobility

is charge carrier density dependent yielding a shoulder in the transfer curve. This expla-

nation is verified by simulations. The depletion capacitance of the semiconductor can

be disregarded, because it is much larger than the gate capacitances. Only when the

mobility is charge carrier density dependent a shoulder is obtained.

To investigate the role of charge carrier distribution we varied the thickness of the

semiconductor layer. As semiconductor we used a monolayer self-assembled on the bot-

tom gate dielectric. Subsequently a top gate dielectric and top gate was applied. The

transfer curves of the resulting dual-gate SAMFET are presented in figure 3.4. In figure

3.4a the top gate is swept at fixed bottom gate biases, while in figure 3.4b the bottom

gate is swept at fixed top gate biases. The transfer curves shift with applied fixed gate

bias in agreement with the capacitive coupling. The solid lines in figure 3.4 are calculated
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Figure 3.4: Linear transfer curves of a dual-gate SAMFET transistor. Measurements are pre-
sented as symbols and numerical calculations as solid lines. The drain bias was 2 V and the
channel width and length were 10000 µm and 10 µm. (a) Top-gate scans at fixed bottom gate
biases and (b) bottom-gate scans at fixed top gate biases.

using a single parameter set for the mobility function. A good agreement is obtained.

The small deviations in accumulation in figure 3.4a are due to a limited injection caused

by geometrical effects.58 The parameter values are comparable to those derived for other

organic semiconductors. The source drain current is a monotonic function of gate biases.

No shoulder is observed while the mobility still depends on the carrier density. The dual-

gate SAMFET does not contain two spatially separated channels. The thickness of the

semiconductor of 2 nm is equal to that of the accumulation layer. Hence there is only
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one channel and a single charge carrier density that monotonically changes with applied

gate biases.

3.4 Conclusion

To numerically calculate electrical transport in organic field-effect transistors the

CURRY package was used because it allows implementation of a charge carrier depen-

dent mobility. A mesh is defined and at each point Poisson’s equation, the continuity

equations and the drift-diffusion equations are iteratively solved. The calculations are

restricted to Ohmic contacts for holes implemented by defining a fixed hole density at

the contact using Boltzmann statistics.

To study the influence of the charge distribution on the electrical transport unipolar

p-type field-effect transistors with an undoped semiconductor were measured as a func-

tion of gate bias and temperature. A good agreement with numerical calculations has

been obtained. The only fit constants are the parameters describing the hole mobility as a

function of charge carrier density and temperature. The unique values derived are similar

to reported numbers. The transport has been modeled analytically using the standard

equation for hopping transport in disordered organic semiconductors. The agreement

between numerically and analytically calculated currents with identical values for the mo-

bility parameters indicates that the 2D charge carrier density can be accurately described

with a 1D approximation.

The measured and calculated currents in depletion are negligible. To investigate if

the origin is lack of inversion or a low electron mobility, deliberately doped transistors

were investigated. Doping has been performed using oxidizing agents in the gas phase.

From the switch-on voltage and the pinch-off voltage the interface charge density and

the bulk acceptor density have been derived. The mobility parameters follow from fitting

the charge transport in the undoped transistor. The transfer curves of the doped tran-

sistors can then only be quantitatively modeled when the electron density is artificially

suppressed. On the time scale of the measurements no inversion layer is formed. Steady

state has not been reached. This interpretation is supported by reported calculations

that predict that inversion layers are not formed when the band gap of the semiconductor

is larger than 1.25 eV. The transfer curves of the doped transistors can be described

analytically. The approximation for the charge density profile, implicitly a step function

in the hole density, is crude but sufficient.

To investigate the role of charge carrier distribution on electrical transport the thick-

ness of the semiconductor layer in dual-gate transistors was varied. The transfer curves

can quantitatively be described. For thick semiconductor films an atypical shoulder in the
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transfer curves is measured. The origin is not due to a depletion capacitance as previously

suggested; the anomaly is a clear signature of a charge carrier density dependent mobil-

ity and a switchover between two spatially separated channels. This interpretation has

been verified by ultrathin dual-gate SAMFET transistors that can only contain a single

accumulation layer. No switchover is possible and no shoulder appears in the transfer

curves.
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